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ABSTRACT 
Let U,(V) and Sp,( V) denote the unitary group and the symplectic group of the 
n dimensional vector space V over a finite field of characteristic not 2, respectively. 
Assume that the hyperbolic rank of U,,(V) is at least one. Then U,,(V) is generated by 
4 elements and Sp,( V) by 3 elements. Further, U,,, 1(V) is generated by 3 elements 
and Sp,,( V) by 2 elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a finite field of characteristic not 2 with involution *. V is an 
n-dimensional right vector space over K with a nonsingular X-hermitian form 
5 Thus h is a fixed element of K with XX* = 1, and f is a sesquilinear form 
satisfying f(x, y)* = A f(y, x). We assiime that the hyperbolic rank of V is at 
least one. Hence we can split V = H _L L, where H is a hyperbolic plane with 
a hyperbolic pair {u, v}. Namely, H = UK@ VK with u2 = v2 = 0 and uv = 1. 
U,(V) or U(V) denotes the unitary group of V. In the special cases with 
X = k 1 and * = 1, the unitary group is called the orthogonal group and the 
symplectic group, which are denoted by O(V) and Sp(V), respectively. The 
elements of U(V) are called isometries on V. 
It has been shown by James [8] that U(V) is generated by U(H) and the 
normal subgroup which is generated by quasitransvections (E(u, r)jx E L} 
(see Theorem 2.2 in [8]). But, of course, we do not need all those elements to 
generate U(V). So there arises a question: “How few elements can generate 
U,(V) in the case that K is a finite field?’ This is the main theme of this 
paper. 
Our results are as follows: 
(1) If U,,(V) * Sp,( V), then U,,(V) is generated by 4 isometries. In 
particular, U,,+,(V) is generated by 3 elements. 
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(2) Sp,(V) is generated by 3 isometries. In particular, Sp,,(V) is gener- 
ated by 2 elements. 
The details will be stated in Theorems A and B in Section 3. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let x, y be in V. To simplify the notation we shall write xy instead of 
f(x,y).Whenfisnotsymplectic,LhasanorthogonalbaseX=(x,,...,x,~,}. 
Since H is a hyperbolic plane, we have a hyperbolic base (u, v} for H such 
that u2 = 0’ = 0 and uz, = 1. We define 
c = {c E Klc + AC* = O}. 
Now, we exhibit generators of U(V): 
A: u + b, v -+ uh, and A = 1 on L. 
G(E): U-U&, v-u&*-l and I$(&) = 1 on L, where E E K - {O}. 
T(u,c): .z-+z+u.c.uzforzin V,wherecEC. 
E(u,r): z+z+u.xz-r.X.uz-u.i.X.x’.uzforzinV,wherexEL. 
T( u, c) is called a unitary transvection, and E( u, x) a quasitransvection or 
an Eichler transformation. In the same way we define T(v, c) and E( v, x). 
The following identities can be easily verified. 
(1) E(u, x)’ = E(u, xr), where r is a rational integer. 
(2) +(c)E(u, x)$(Ec’)= E(u, XE*). 
(3) [E(u, x2-’ ),E(u,~)]~lE(u,x)E(u,~)=E(u,x+~). 
For a subset M of L, E(u, M) denotes {E( u, x)1x E M} and T(u, C) = 
{T(u, c)]c E C}. When a group G is generated by a subset S, we denote it by 
G = (S), and [a, b] = aba-‘b-’ is the commutator of a, bin G. We have the 
fixed splitting V = H I L for the hyperbolic plane H = UK @ vK. Further, (Y 
denotes a fixed generator of the multiplicative cyclic group K - {O}. 
LEMMA 2.1. For (Y and the base X for L we have U( V ) = 
(+(a), A, E(u, X)). 
Proof. First we show U(V) = (U(H), E(u, L)) (see James [8, Theorem 
2.21). We write G = (U(H), E(u, L)) an s owU(V)=G.NoteE(v,L)CG, d h 
since A is in U(H) and we have AE(u, L)A-’ = E(v, L). 
Take any cp in U(V). We have a base X for L. Write X={x,,...,x,_,}. 
Assume q fixes x1,. . . , xi--l and not xi, i < n - 2. Define D 
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={aEGlafixesx,,...,xi_,}. WeshalIshowthereexistsainDwithacpx,= 
xi. The proof will proceed step by step. To simplify the notation we write x 
for xi and express TX = ua + vb + z, a, b E K and z E L. 
Step (i). For some u1 in D, we have a,qx = UC + vd + z, c, d E K, and 
c * 0. If a * 0, then let ui = 1. If a = 0 and b * 0, then let ui = A. Assume 
a = b = 0 i.e., cpx = z. 
(x ’ 
Then, considering a dual base of cpX 
= l,.*.,xi-l,z,...>, we may choose w in L with wxi =. . . = wxi_i = 0 
and wz = 1. Then E(u, w)z = z + u, so let ui = E(u, w). 
St@ (ii). For some a, in D, we have u,u,cpx = UC + ve + x, e E K. Put 
t=z-x.Thent~L,andforj=l,...,i-lwehavex~x=(u,cpx~)(u~cpx)= 
xjz = xjx + xjt. Hence xjt = 0 for j= l,..., i - 1. Take a, = E(v, tc-‘). 
Step (iii). For some a3 in D, we have u,u,u,~x = UC + x. Since x2 = 
(UC + ue + x)~, we have (UC + ve)2 = 0. Hence (UC - ve)2 = 0, and so 
(u - oc-1e)2 = 0. Thus 
T(v, - Ac-‘e). 
- hc-‘e is in C, and we can define ua = 
Step (iv). For some a, in D, we have u,u,u,u,~x = x. We have y in L 
with yx, = . . . = yxipl = 0 and yx = 1. So let a, = E(u, - yc*). 
Thus if we take u = u,u,u2u,, then qxj = xj for j= 1,. . . ,i. By induction on i, 
we have p in G with p(p = 1 on L. This means p(p is in U(H) and so 9, is in G. 
Thus we have proved U(V) = (U(H), E( u, L)), which was the first assertion. 
Since it is easy to see that U(H) = (+(a), A, T(u, C)) (note that LY 
generates K - (0)) and T(u, C) C E(u, L) (see Lemma 2.1 in [8]), we have 
U(V) = ($(a), A, E(u, L)). 
Therefore the identities (l)-(3) imply the lemma. 
Because by (2) we see E(u, xK) c ($(a), E(u, x)), and by (1) (3) we 
have E(u, x + y)c (E(u, x), E(u, y)) for any x, y in L. n 
DEFINITION. K, = {a E Kla* = a}. 
K, is a subfield of K. Let p be a generator of the multiplicative cyclic 
group K, - {O}. We note j3 * 1, since char K * 2. 
Let c * 0 exist in C. Take any b in C. Since we have c + Xc* = 0 and 
b + Xb* = 0, it holds bcP1 = - Xb*( - AC*)-’ = - Xb*(c*)-‘( - A*) 
= (bc-‘)*. This means bc-’ isinK,,,andsoweseeCccK,foranyO*cin 
C. The converse cK, C C is clear. Thus, for any c * 0 in C, we have C = cK, 
andcK,={c~“]i=1,2,...}~(0}. Writec=C-(0). 
LEMMA 2.2. We can choose even numbers T and s such that p’ + p” = j3 
Orb’-ps=p. 
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Proof. Since /3 * 1, we have p - 1 * 0. Write p - 1 = j3”. If s is even, 
then the lemma is clear (let T = 0). If s is odd, then p2 - p = /3’+l gives the 
lemma. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf C=(O) then U(H)=(A,+(a)); otherwise U(H)= 
(A, $(a), T(u, c)) for any c f 0 in C. 
Proof It can be easily verified that U(H) is generated by {A, +(a), 
T( u, C)}. Therefore if C = {0}, the lemma is clear. So let C contain c * 0. 
Since we have shown C={@li=1,2,...}, we have T(u,C)={T(u,cj3”)}. 
On the other hand we have +(/3)T(u, c)+(p)-’ = T(u, cp2). Further, by 
Lemma 2.2 we have j3’ k j3” = /3 for some even r and even s. Therefore, using 
T(u,c,+c,)=T(u,c,)T(u,c,),wehaveT(u,C)~(~(P),T(u,c)).Sincep 
is contained in the multiplicative cyclic group i< generated by (Y, we conclude 
T( u, C) c ($(a), T( u, c)), which implies the lemma. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Sp(V)= (E(u, L), E(u, L)). 
Proof. E(u, L) and E(u, L) contain T(u, C) and T(v, C), respectively. 
If U(V)=Sp(V), then +(a) and A are contained in (T(u, C), T(u, C)). 
Therefore, we can deduce the lemma by Lemma 2.1. n 
3. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREMS 
Let K be a finite field of characteristic not 2, and V an n-dimensional 
nonsingular X-hermitian space over K with a hyperbolic rank at least one. 
Split V = H J_ L, where H is a hyperbolic plane. We know if the hermitian 
form is not symplectic, L has an orthogonal base, and if the form is 
symplectic, then L has a hyperbolic base. Let X = {xi,. . . ,x, _ 2} be such a 
base for L. 
In the following, a denotes the fixed generator of the multiplicative cyclic 
group K - {0} and C = (c E Klc + c* = O}. 
THEOREM A. U,(H) is generated by 2 or 3 elements. More precisely, if 
C = (0), then it is generated by {A, $(a)}, and if C * (O}, then by {A, @(a), 
T( u, c)) for any c f 0 in C. 
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THEOREM B. Let n > 3 and U,(V) # Sp,(V). 
(a) U,,(V) is generated by 4 elements. 
(b) U,,+,(V) is generated by 3 elements. 
THEOREM C. Let n > 3. 
(a) Sp,,(V) is generated by 3 elements. 
(b) Sp,,(V) is generated by 2 elements. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Theorem A has been already proved by Lemma 2.3, so we prove 
Theorems B and C. 
Proof of Theorem B. For U,(V) the result follows directly by Lemma 2.1. 
So let n > 4. First we treat the case where U,(V) * O,,(V). In this case, as we 
see in Dieudonne [3, p. 171, L has an orthonormal base. Therefore we may 
assume X to be such a base. Define an isometry u on L by a permutation of 
elements of X such that x1--+x2 + .. . +x,-s -+ xi. We identify u with 
I, I u. Then, regarding aE( u, %,)a -’ = E(u, ax,), Lemma 2.1 implies that 
U,(V) is generated by 4 elements (A, ~p( a), E( u, x1), u}. Now suppose 
n = 2m + 1 for m > 2. Then (Au)“-~ = AnP2 = A+(X*)m. Since h* is a power 
of (Y, +( h*)m is a power of +(e). Therefore U(V) is generated by Au, $(a), 
and E( u, x1). 
Next we treat the case where U,(V) = O,(V). To simplify the notation we 
write t = n - 2. L has the orthogonal base X =(x1,.. .,r,}. Let xz = ai for 
i=l ,...,t, when we denote it by L-(a,,...,a,). Since *=l, by a suitable 
multiplication of each xi by a power of (Y we may assume a, = 1 or (Y for 
i=l , . . . , t. Further, we know by Lemma 2.2 in [5] that if W is a binary space 
with W - (a, cr), then W - (1,l) for some change of base. Therefore, by a 
suitable choice of the orthogonal base X, we may assume 
L-(1,..., 1) or L-(1 ,..., 1,~y). 
t t 
(i) CuseofL-(l,..., 1). DefineuinU(V)byx,-+xs-+*.* +xt+xl 
(a = 1 on H). Then u’E(u, xl)upi = E(u, x~+~). Hence Lemma 2.1 implies 
U(V)=($(a), A, u, E(u, x,)). If t is odd, then taking Au for u, we have 
U(V) = ($(a>, Aa, E( u,x,)),because(Au)f=At=A. 
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(ii) Case of L - (1,. . . , 1, a). Let t be even. Define (I in U(V) by 
X1-‘XB-+“’ +Xt+*-+X1. Then in the same way as for case (i) we have 
U(V)= (+(a>> Aa, E(u, xl>, E(u> x,1). 
Let t be odd. Since (1,l) - ((Y, a), we may choose a new base 
(2 1 ,..., z,_~, x,} for L with L -(a ,..., a). For this base define (I in U(V) by 
zl+z2-+“’ +Zt_l+zXt+Z1. Then U(V)= (+(a), Au, E(u, zl)). Thus, 
we have completed the proof for Theorem B. n 
Proof of Theorem C. First we prove (a). Put n - 2 = 2s. We split 
L=H,I... I H,, Hi =x~~_,K@x,~K, where {x~~_~, zxzili =l,...,s} is a 
base with X&~ = X& = 0 and xziplxzi = 1. Define p in U(V) by u * x1, 
v P x2, and u in U(V) by x1 + xg --f.. . + xzs_l +x2+xq -+. . . +x& 
-+ - x1. We show Sp(V)= (Ap$(a)p-‘, u, E(u, x,)). Put 13 = Ap+(ar)p-‘; 
then 02jE( u, x1)F2j = E(82ju,82jx,) = E( u, x1a2j( - 1)‘) and 
e2j-‘E( u, x1)F2j+’ = E( v, x$-l( - l)'- I). Use u and apply Lemma 2.2 
for (Y. Then by the equations (l), (2), and (3) in Section 2 we have E(u, L) 
and E(v, L). Since by Lemma 2.4 we have Sp(V) = (E(u, L), E( v, L)), we 
have (a). 
Next we prove (b). Put n - 2 = 4m - 2. We split again L = H, I . . . I 
H 2m_1, Hi = x2i_1K + xziK, where {x,~_~, xzili = 1,...,2m - l} is a base 
for L. Define u1 in Sp(V), if m = 1, by x1 + x2 + - x1 + x2a, and if m > 1, 
by x1 * xg -+. . . + x~,,_~ +x +x4 +. . . + x~,,_~ + - x1 + x2a. Fur- 
ther define u = Au,. Write G = Q u, E(u, x1)). We show (E(u, L), E(v, L)) 
c G, which implies (b) by Lemma 2.4. 
Note u2”-l: u + v( - 1)“-l + - u and x1 + x2 + - x1 + x~(Y. Suppose 
0 = E( u, xp2j) is in G, Jo {0,1,2,. . .>. Then p = u4m-2&-4m+2 = 
E( -u, -X (u2j+ x a2j+l) = E(u,x,a2j-- x2ti2j+l) is in G and SO 6 
= e-2m1,pfm1e-lp2_ E(u, 
1 - x2a2j+') is in G. Namely, since 2-l is in the 
prime field of K, we can use the equations (1) and (3) of Section 2. From this 
we have u-~~+~~u~“-~ = E( v( - l)“, - xla2j+‘), and so E( v, rla2j+‘) in 
G. Namely, we have shown that if E( u, x1a2j) is in G, then E( v, xla2j+‘) is 
also in G. In the same way we can show that if E( v , xla2j+ ’ ) is in G, then 
;[ ;; $:: 1 is in G. Repeating this method, we obtain E( u, x1a2j), E( u, xla2j+‘), E( v, ~~a~j+~), . . . in G. Applying Lemma 2.2 
and using u, \;e see E(u, L) and E(v, L) are in G. Thus by Lemma 2.4 we 
have (b), which completes our proof of the theorem. n 
I would like to express my thanks to the referee for his kind suggestions for 
revising the original article. 
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